STANDARD 200V SERIES

OUTPUT POWER-SPEED CHARACTERISTICS

5/3HP 3.7/2.2kW

7.5/5HP 5.5/3.7kW

10/7.5HP 7.5/5.5kW

15/10HP 11/7.5kW

20/15HP 15/11kW

25/20HP 18.5/15kW

30/25HP 22/18.5kW

40/30HP 30/22kW

50/40HP 37/30kW
STANDARD 400V SERIES

OUTPUT POWER–SPEED CHARACTERISTICS

7.5/5HP 5.5/3.7kW

10/7.5HP 7.5/5.5kW

15/10HP 11/7.5kW

20/15HP 15/11kW

25/20HP 16.5/15kW

30/25HP 22/16.5kW

40/30HP 30/22kW

50/40HP 37/30kW

60/50HP 45/37kW

---: 30-minute rating, 50%ED
---: Continuous rating
WINDING SELECTION 200V SERIES

OUTPUT POWER-POWER CHARACTERISTICS

- 30-minute rating, 50%ED
- Continuous rating

7.5/5HP 5.5/3.7kW

10/7.5HP 7.5/5.5kW

15/10HP 11/7.5kW

20/15HP 15/11kW

25/20HP 18.5/15kW

30/25HP 22/18.5kW

40/27HP 30/20kW